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Introduction

Professional office supply scam artists target businesses of all types and 

sizes. Often the products delivered are invoiced at 5 to 10 times the normal 

cost. Many businesses, usually mid- to large-size companies, are completely 

unaware of this type of ongoing business-to-business fraud or how often they 

are a victim.

Loss prevention divisions are often unaware of the fraud, as there is little or 

no employee training to raise a red flag, both in store operations and in loss 

prevention itself.

This guide was designed to help businesses recognize the different office 

supply scams out in the wild and provide a detailed defense against the  

profit drain.

This information was gathered from the personal experience of the Loss 

Prevention Results Inc. staff, through the Federal Trade Commission, The 

National Fraud Center, and numerous other sources.

Background

As the director of three divisions of a five-company retail group, I became 

aware of questionable vendor billing complaints from half a dozen veteran 

store managers. There were several different vendors and a collection agency 

demanding payment for office supplies, advertising, or products the store 

mangers claimed they had never ordered or intended to order. In all cases, the 

supplies, advertising or products were signed for as received at the store and 

either used or accepted, but the cost of these orders was five to ten times the 

normal expense.

Intrigued by these complaints, I had all the paperwork sent to me and 

personally investigated each invoice. In every case I uncovered a carefully 

crafted scam. There were several variations on the same theme, but basically 

the stores had been tricked into accepting office supplies, advertising or 

products at a ridiculous charge and did not realize it until (they thought) it 
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was too late. When I personally challenged the vendors, some of them eagerly 

played to me audio recordings over the phone of low-level store personnel 

accepting the orders. They did not play the entire conversation that tricked 

the employee—just their verbal acceptance of the order. Often the company 

no longer employed the person who had approved the order.

Wondering how many other stores were victims--yet were unaware of these 

costly frauds—I sent out a company-wide email asking for all these types 

of invoices to be sent directly to me before payment. I was amazed at the 

response. During the next year I pieced together a widespread organized 

billing fraud industry that had drained untold amounts of money from my 

company for years. I found that dozens of stores had been victimized in just 

the past year (and this was just the tip of the known iceberg). I also learned 

that the corporate accounting office had no idea of the real number of store 

victims. Neither did the accounting office have any clear idea how these 

scams worked or what to do about them going forward. The corporate 

accounting/purchasing response was an e-mail containing a vague warning 

that immediately became just another piece of paper filed and forgotten.

The total drain of net profit dollars lost to vendor billing fraud can only be 

guessed at. Total losses may range between thousands of dollars to multiple 

six figures depending upon the size of the company. These losses result 

directly from the lack of awareness, education, and training into this national 

form of business fraud.
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After I dealt with one fraudulent vendor, two others popped up. For every 

case solved, I knew there were three stores that didn’t even realize that they 

were a victim. It became obvious to me that this revolving fraud needed 

to be explained in a format that a store manager could use to ensure (with 

turnover) that it was stopped. This clear, concise training tool will empower a 

store/receiving manager, and a corporate purchasing/accounting office, with 

the ability to recognize the twelve common billing fraud scams and how to 

stop them cold. Knowledge is power. The detailed description of how billing 

fraud is committed and the methods to eliminate it will provide an immediate 

and lasting ROI.

1. Phony Invoice Scam

The Fraud

Bogus invoices are sent to an “authorized” buyer. How it works: Scam 

operators use various ploys to get an employee’s name. They may ask for 

help in completing an order, claiming, “The accounting department lost the 

name of the person we should send these supplies to.” Or they may ask for 

the name of the person in charge of your Yellow Pages advertising. Fraudsters 

then ship unordered merchandise and the phony invoice arrives a week or 


